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Figure 1: A) Metadata and transcripts are collected from 1.8k video tutorials across 25 creative Communities of Practice (CoPs);
B) Part-of-speech tagging and TF*PDF ranking on tutorial transcripts is used to extract and highlight the most relevant concepts
for each community; C) A similarity matrix with agglomerative hierarchical clustering is used to draw insight on semantic
overlaps between communities; D) Using a LLM, concepts are tagged as "Material", "Tool", and "Technique", providing a more
detailed look at the interplay between adjacent and disparate communities.

ABSTRACT
Within various creative domains, communities of practice (CoPs)
are instrumental in fostering knowledge creation and innovation.
Although each community disseminates knowledge through re-
sources like online video tutorials, this content is often hidden
behind different contexts and semantics that limits practitioners’
ability to learn, borrow, and adapt knowledge from each other. To
trace how knowledge disseminates across CoPs, we analyzed video
transcripts across 25 communities and characterized them using
Term Frequency Proportional Document Frequency (TF*PDF) to
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extracted materials, tools, and techniques concepts. Using a cluster
heatmap visualization, we reveal material and material parallels
as boundaries for umbrella CoPs, techniques as strong predictors
of kindred CoPs, and outliers as emerging sites of hybrid CoPs. We
discuss implications for the design of knowledge discovery sup-
port tools to characterize material workflows, track knowledge
evolution, and develop semantic vocabularies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Online video tutorials have evolved beyond mere informational
tools, emerging as pivotal anchors for forming vibrant online com-
munities of practice (CoPs). These tutorial-driven communities
often coalesce around specific hashtags or content niches (e.g.,
#resintok), creating virtual hubs of expertise and exploration that
through the continual engagement and camaraderie of their mem-
bers, epitomize communities of practice [24]. Readily encountered
in skill-based and craft activities, CoPs develop their own repertoire
of form-giving techniques which involve the selection and manipu-
lation of materials, the application of specific tools and techniques,
and the implementation of design principles to create tangible forms.
These techniques are essential for translating conceptual ideas into
physical realities and are often inspired from “other adjacent and
parallel practices, from which lessons are learned, innovations bor-
rowed, procedures copied” [6, 51].

Form-giving techniques are inherently interconnected in nature.
Within HCI, there exists a renewed focus on developing a vocab-
ulary around how different physical and computational materials
are used in interaction design [39], which has led HCI researchers
to investigate material practices in CoPs such as ceramics [20, 41],
textiles [4, 9, 13, 21], and glass [38]. Despite research efforts to fa-
cilitate interdisciplinary creativity in person [17], supporting CoP
cross-talk – a form of tacit knowledge transfer between CoPs shar-
ing common methodologies, tools, and techniques – through digital
interactions remains challenging since such communities are often
insular [24]. Knowledge sharing among practitioners is often con-
fined within community-specific hashtags and recommendation
algorithm-driven filter bubbles, which selectively promotes content
similar to what practitioners already engage with [43]. As a result
practitioners have a limited ability to access, consolidate, or syn-
thesize knowledge from domains outside of their expertise which
can hinder potential creative possibilities in their respective fields.

Tuning into the cross-talk among CoPs can provide HCI re-
searchers with a deeper, more nuanced understanding of the simi-
larities and differences between how practices interact with materi-
als and tools, broadening the interaction design opportunities for
computational tools that support materials and creative practices.
To understand sites for CoP cross-talk, we analyzed communities
of practices leveraging the online video tutorials. These tutorials
offer a view into the language, materials, tools, and techniques of
each community. We adopted a mixed-method approach to analyze
video transcripts to better understand where knowledge transfer
was occurring. Our work contributes:

• CoP Characterization TechniqueWemined 72k concepts from
1.8k tutorial transcripts across 25 CoPs chosen from HCI-
adjacent research. We leveraged LLMs to identify and enu-
merate key material, tool, and technique concepts mentioned
in video transcripts. To characterize each CoP, Term Fre-
quency Proportional Document Frequency (TF*PDF) was
used to isolate the top 150 concepts most representative of
each COP. Our findings serve to annotate the current con-
ceptual landscape within each CoP.

• CoP Similarity Analysis To analyze the connections between
creative communities, we created a concept-focused simi-
larity matrix centered on materials, tools, and techniques.
This matrix was reorganized using agglomerative clustering
to form clusters, visually demonstrating concept overlaps
among Communities of Practice (CoPs). By examining these
clusters, we identified key themes that reveal the nature of
knowledge exchange within these communities and intro-
duce new terms to better describe CoP types. Our analysis
highlights parallel practices and potential avenues for knowl-
edge transfer among CoPs.

In this paper, we first describe relevant research on facilitating
dialogue amongst communities of practices and concept extraction
techniques. We then detail our concept enumerating technique,
the resulting concept corpus and matrix, and our cluster analysis
approach. Through our visualizations, themes, and design impli-
cations, our findings serve as a snapshot of creative communities
that can be used to inform the design of knowledge discovery and
creativity support tools that encourage cross-talk among creative
communities. We discuss how our characterization technique can
be used to map material workflows, track knowledge flow and
evolution for supporting maker bibliometrics, and identify oppor-
tunities to further refine and develop semantic vocabularies in tacit
practices.

2 RELATEDWORK
Our work focuses on exploring the role of tutorials in promoting
and supporting community interactions. In doing so, we situate
our research within the context of ongoing endeavors to exchange
knowledge within communities of practice. Furthermore, we delve
into established methods that have been employed to extract mean-
ingful and relevant concepts from unstructured texts.

2.1 Analyzing Communities of Practice
We adopt Lave and Wenger’s [24] definition of communities of
practice to describe “a group of people who share a common interest
or activity and that belong to a social structure that reflects shared
histories of learning”.

HCI researchers have leveraged a plethora of design methods to
analyze communities of practice, such as interviews [21, 29, 34, 41],
co-design [55], and participant observation [40]. Engaging with
CoP practitioners and experts through these design methods are
appropriate in accessing a multitude of rich and tacit information
and understanding first-hand the fundamentals of a practice.

For example, Rosner et al. [41] conducted ethnographic inter-
viewswith six ceramicists to understand their material relationships
with clay and obstacles in integrating clay with technology. Deven-
dorf et al. [9] hosted a six-week artist residency with a weaver and
textile designer to understand how working with craftspeople can
aid in identifying ways to approach solutions in smart textiles that
counter ways in which HCI researchers/engineers approach solu-
tions. Nicholas et al. [34] carried out semi-structured interviews
with creative practitioners in diverse domains such as performance,
craft, engineering, and design to identify ways in which experts
engage with and manage creativity-relevant processes. Moradi et
al. [31] examined silicone techniques used by DIY, soft robotics, and
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advance manufacturing communities of practice to inform the de-
sign of a silicone fabrication techniques. Rakib et al. [38] conducted
workshops with glass artists in a glass studio to create relational
ontologies that can be used to formalize and consolidate domain
knowledge across CoPs.

However, creative practices are constantly evolving with the rise
of new technologies and changes in economic and social demands.
Analyzing a wide range of CoPs and keeping up-to-date with their
characteristics and practices is challenging and costly with these
existing CoP analysis methods. In this work, we present a technique
to analyze CoPs using readily available video tutorials on online
platforms. This technique provides CoP insights from the works
of a large body of practitioners, ensuring that the analysis remains
relevant without the costs associated with field research. Using
tutorials also makes it possible to track how a CoP evolves through
time without the need to conduct multiple studies.

2.2 Extracting Community Dialogue from
Tutorial Content

Tutorials have been understood as playing an important role in facil-
itating dialogue among online communities of practice by bringing
in an informational meta-layer that accompanies a practitioner’s
artifact [47], allowing for direct and contextual feedback [32], and
connecting members through authorship and viewership [50].

Online tutorials often include commentary and anecdotes on the
hurdles, failures, and successes encountered while making, result-
ing in a conversational tone not seen in other forms of technical
documentation [8, 14]. Tutorial video archives and their comment
sections, which often remain active long after the videos were
posted, elevate the content to something closer to a "living doc-
ument", relying on community engagement to keep information
contemporary and accurate and to fill in information omitted by
the original author [14]. Within HCI, tutorial transcript data has
been used to extract coarse-grained and fine-grained events within
tutorials [49].

However, these efforts in extracting information from tutorial
archives and transcripts primarily improve the visibility, digestibil-
ity, and learning experience of the tasks depicted in the tutorials
and not the practice as a whole. In our work, we demonstrate how
tutorials also serve as a suitable medium for extracting core con-
cepts within CoPs to provide a holistic view. Our work analyzes
transcript data of existing video tutorials to identify key materials,
tools, and techniques that annotate the conceptual landscape within
each CoP.

2.3 Concept Extraction
Concept extraction from unstructured texts creates opportunities
to reconfigure information in novel ways that improve user experi-
ences and learning outcomes. ConceptScope [54] achieves this by
leveraging ontologies, but these are static and require maintenance
and intervention. In our work, we extract concepts from a dynamic
source of documents (video tutorials) ensuring that the corpora
remains contemporary to its domain.

Researchers have also employed probabilistic models to extract
multi-word concepts or phrases. El-Kishky et al. [12] introduced
the ToPMine algorithm which efficiently mined candidate phrases

from corpora, outperforming other attempts at the same task. Li
et al. [25] explored using vector embeddings to mine concepts
using semantic context. We leverage established natural language
processing techniques such as part-of-speech and named entity
tagging and stop-word elimination to extract concepts from video
transcript data. We then use a large language model (GPT-4) to label
concepts as materials, tools, and techniques, and further verify these
labels with human raters.

Concept extraction also often depends on term weighting tech-
niques such as the popular algorithm, Term Frequency Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) [46], which highlights the words
best suited to identifying a single document in a corpus. We use
an alternative term-weighting scheme, Term Frequency Propor-
tional Document Frequency (TF*PDF) [3], which aids in identifying
terms that are widely shared and discussed within a corpus and
is often used as a tool for identifying emerging topics in a target
domain [33].

3 COP CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUE
We detail our method for collecting data from various maker com-
munities and motivate our design principles for organizing and
quantifying the data in a way that is representative of the various
CoPs.

3.1 Selecting Creative Communities
We initiated our research by conducting a review of existing SIGCHI
literature constrained to the last 10 years to identify previously stud-
ied communities and practices with a significant online presence,
querying on the terms "material", "maker", "DIY" and "practice".
This approach was used to reflect current trends in the HCI field.

From this corpus, we identified key communities such as ceram-
ics [14, 30, 41], 3D printing [10, 22, 48], and textiles [2, 11, 13, 21].
These communities were chosen based on their diverse range of
practices, from traditional crafts like weaving to more contempo-
rary applications such as electronic embroidery [13, 37].

In addition to the communities identified through the litera-
ture review, we also opted to include several communities with a
strong online presence but less direct representation in academic
research to better capture a broader spectrum of current DIY prac-
tices, including those that are thriving in online spaces but are yet
underrepresented in scholarly studies. These communities, such as
candle making and soap making, are characterized by their vibrant
online activity and significant community engagement.

To ensure a detailed analysis of each DIY community, we subdi-
vided CoPs into specific more granular CoPs based on an analysis
of online content. For instance, the broad category of ’Textiles’
was divided into ’Knitting’, ’Crochet’, ’Weaving’, and ’Embroidery’,
each representing a unique subset of practitioners with distinct
techniques.

The variety within these communities provides an opportunity
for a broad analysis of knowledge-sharing behaviors, techniques,
and the development of practices in physical environments.

Although we initially arrived at 30 communities for inclusion in
our Concept Corpus, we opted to exclude 5 of them which we felt
ultimately did not share the same motivations as our other CoPs.
Automotive Repair, for example, while an abundant source of video
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tutorials, is more focused on utility and pragmatism rather than
creative expression.

3.2 Harvesting Video Tutorials
We established a systematic approach to harvest video tutorials us-
ing the Youtube-Transcript-API [7] which allowed us to collect
and process video metadata and transcripts simultaneously.

Seed Keywords. Leveraging the API search endpoint, tutorials
were gathered using the search phrase "[CoP Title] tutorials" (e.g.,
"metal casting tutorials" or "3D printing tutorials").

Scraping Video Transcripts. Metadatawas collected for 1.8𝑘 videos,
including information such as video ID, title, view count, like
count, and duration. Our review of videos indicates that relevancy
started to taper off at 𝑛 = 100 videos for a majority of CoPs.

Transcripts were then obtained in JSON format and organized
into individual lines with text, and start_time and end_time
(in seconds). Transcripts generated by the Youtube-Transcript-API
lacked punctuation and case distinction, but these elements were
not necessary for the NLP techniques used in this work, so no
further modifications were made to the raw transcripts. An excerpt
from a raw transcript for a soap making tutorial [28] is shown in
Table 2.

Some videos had either no transcripts enabled or had transcripts
consisting solely of descriptions of sound effects like "[music]" and
"[applause]". In some cases, videos featured text overlays instead of
audio narration. Transcripts for these videos were available only if
the tutorial author had added the text overlays as closed captions
explicitly. Consequently, as some of these videos were pruned, the
overall count of transcripts per domain varied.

3.3 Concept Extraction and Selection Metrics
To identify community concepts, we performed part-of-speech tag-
ging and lemmatization on each transcript using spaCy [19], extract-
ing the nouns and verbs. These extracted concepts are stored within
an array alongside the original transcripts, the tutorial metadata,
and the search phrases in a SQL database. The database schema is
shown in Table 1.

Relevance Scoring. To highlight the most significant concepts
and to enable a comparative analysis across CoPs, we establish
a metric of relevance for concepts within each DIY community.
One popular relevance metric, Term Frequency Inverse Document
Frequency (TF-IDF) is widely used in information retrieval, and
works by highlighting the uniqueness of individual terms within
a corpus. This results in a tendency to identify terms that are rel-
atively rare and specific to only a few documents (or transcripts).
While the TF-IDF approach aligns well with traditional document
and information retrieval tasks, it is less than ideal when the goal
is to discover terms prevalent across many documents within a
corpus. For example, consider Wood Carving, a concept with a
high-ranking TF-IDF score might be “Dinosaur” because a single
maker chose to carve a Dinosaur in their tutorial.

Term Frequency Proportional Document Frequency (TF*PDF) [3]
(Equation 1-2) is recognized by researchers as an alternative term
weighting scheme useful for identifying terms that best describe a
domain as a whole [5, 33, 45]. It assigns higher weights to terms

Search Terms
[ searchID int

searchText text
ø domain text

CoPs
[ domain text

category text

Transcripts
[ id int

text text
concepts text[ ]
start int
end int

ø videoID text

[ - Primary Key
ø - Foreign Key

Videos
[ videoID text

title text
description text
duration int
likes int
views int
numComments int
channelID text

ø domain text
ø searchID int

Table 1: Database Schema

occurring frequently in many documents, effectively highlighting
terms that are shared and discussed widely within a corpus. This
technique aligns well with our goal of extracting concepts repre-
sentative of the core knowledge within communities of practice.
Below is the equation for TF*PDF, adapted to our task, where𝑊𝑐
is the weight of concept 𝑐 , 𝐹𝑐,𝑑 is the frequency of 𝑐 in CoP 𝑑 , 𝑛𝑐,𝑑
is the number of video transcripts containing concept 𝑐 in CoP 𝑑 ,
𝑁 is the total number of video transcripts in CoP 𝑑 , 𝐾 is the total
number of concepts in a given CoP, and 𝐷 is the total number of
CoPs.

𝑊𝑐 =

𝐷=𝑑∑︁
𝑑=1

|𝐹𝑐,𝑑 | · 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
𝑛𝑐,𝑑

𝑁𝑑
) (1)

|𝐹𝑐 | =
𝐹𝑐√︃∑𝐾=𝑘
𝑘=1 𝐹𝑘

2
(2)

For our data set, this results in a number within a range of [1 -
≈ 10000], with highly relevant concepts for each domain scoring in
the thousands.

3.4 Extracting Concept Types
To better understand and organize domain concepts, we leveraged
a large language model (LLM), GPT 4 [35] to classify concepts into
three discrete categories; Material , Tool , and Technique . These
categories were motivated by craft research whereMakela et al. [27]
identified how dialog between environment, materials, and tools
facilitate a craftsperson’s relationship with their practice [27]. Since
tutorial transcripts cannot explicitly capture the tutorial authors’
environment, we instead used Techniques as a category which
represent material-tool relationships. The top 150 TF*PDF ranked
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Excerpt from “Liquid Soap Making Tutorial – Complete Pro-
cess and Easy Beginner Recipe”
...it depends on your approach i actually like to go the

hot and fast method rather than the slow and cooler

method with my liquid soap making so i do tend to

crank up my crock pot to high and with this i will i

will be um blasting these oils fairly well you will

need a stick blender to make this soap i’ve got mine

over here ready to go and really for cooking the soap

the stick blender and a bit of patience is all you need
i’m going to be using this trusty silicon spatula spoony
thing because it works quite well so this coconut

oil is nearly melted because i use fairly high heat

because i don’t really want to wait around all day

for this soap to to come together i don’t leave it

i supervise it pretty much the whole way through and
that you know it makes it easier if you can do it

faster there are some so liquid soap making methods

and recipes that take hours and hours and hours i like

to do the quicker version now that my oils are well and

truly all melted together and getting quite warm i’m

going to add the lye solution you just pour it all in

so you can see there’s a lot of water in that soap

but it does make it a lot easier to mix what i’ve found

with liquid soap making is every recipe behaves quite

differently so you’ve really just got to work with a

recipe that...

Table 2: An excerpt from a video transcript with classified
concepts highlighted as Material , Tool , Technique , and

Other . Timestamps were removed for clearer presentation.

concepts were selected from each domain and provided to the LLM
along with the domain title. The LLM was given a definition and
examples for the three classes and was tasked with assigning each
concept to a class. In the case that a concept was encountered which
did not neatly fit into one of these predefined classes, the LLM was
instructed to label it as Other . The full prompt used is available in
§ A.2. To validate the LLM output, two paper authors independently
labeled the top 100 concepts from the Laser Cutting domain where
consensus was reached on 80% of concepts. Agreed upon human
generated labels were compared against the LLM output, and it
was found that consensus could be reached for 89% of target terms
(71% material, 87% tool, 96% technique); of the times that labels
mismatched, more than half (58%) were due to the LLM labeling
concepts as ‘Other’. This often happened with ambiguous concepts
where it was difficult to distinguish between materials, tools, and
techniques. For such concepts, human raters still typically assigned
one of these categories, whereas the LLM opted for "Other".We
associate the lower material accuracy due to the digital design
nature of lasercutting. Table 2 demonstrates how concepts included

in the top 150 ranked concepts in the Soap Making domain were
classified by the LLM.

3.5 Generating Concept Corpus
Following the video transcript concept enumeration method, we
generated a corpus of concepts from the 25 selected creative commu-
nities. The number of concepts extracted from each CoP is provided
in § A.1. Notably, the Coding CoP had the longest average video
duration (85.5 min), while the Sugar Working CoP had the shortest
(6.24 min). Sugar working, Coding, and Crochet had the most ma-
terial, tool, and technique concepts within their top 150 concepts,
respectively.

4 HIERARCHICAL CLUSTER ANALYSIS
To explore the relationships between creative CoPs, we generated
a similarity matrix visualized as a heatmap to help visually identify
the degree of association between different communities. Using this
visualization, we identified CoP clusters which were then used to
seed a qualitative analysis of concept overlap within these commu-
nities. We present a set of themes to describe the type of knowledge
transfer occurring within these CoP clusters.

Matrix Generation. In this study, a 25 x 25 similarity matrix was
constructed to analyze the relationships between the 25 CoPs in our
corpus (Figure 2). For each CoP, we identified the top 150 concepts
based on their TF*PDF ranking. The Jaccard index, also known
as the similarity coefficient, was then used to compute similarity
between CoP 𝐴 and CoP 𝐵 as follows:

𝐽 (𝐴, 𝐵) = |𝐴 ∩ 𝐵 |
|𝐴 ∪ 𝐵 | (3)

Unlike other similarity measures that might be influenced by the
size of the document or the absolute frequency of terms, the Jaccard
index focuses solely on the presence or absence of terms, making it a
more robust and appropriate choice for our comparative analysis. By
measuring the size of the intersection (common concepts) relative to
the size of the union (total distinct concepts) of two sets, it provides
a normalized, intuitive, and direct comparison of concept overlap
and uniqueness across different CoPs making it especially effective
for heatmap visualization. The index is a value between 0 and 1,
with 1 indicating the communities are identical (e.g. Candle Making
- Candle Making) and a value closer to 0 indicating there is little
concept overlap between the communities (e.g. Sugar Working -
Coding, Jaccard index - 0.07).

To make similarity clusters more salient, we adopted an unsu-
pervised agglomerative clustering technique well-suited for hierar-
chical structure discovery in data. This approach starts by treating
each data point as a separate cluster and iteratively merges them
based on similarity measures, revealing multi-level structures that
are otherwise not apparent. Since concepts were sourced a shared
field (creative practices), UPGMA (Unweighted Pair Group Method
with Arithmetic Mean) was used as our linkage method since it as-
sumes a constant rate of similarity (or dissimilarity) across all pairs
of elements.This assumption was further confirmed by observing
similar cluster groups when using average and Ward metrics. To
minimize over saturated hues on the heatmap identity (diagonal),
we scaled the Jaccard index down to a maximum of 0.6 to mirror
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Figure 2: CoP Similarity Cluster Heatmap. A visualization of the shared concepts between 25 CoPs. The Jaccard index is used to
computer similarity between CoP A and CoP B. UPGMA (Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean) is used as the
linkage method to perform unsupervised agglomerative clustering for hierarchical structure discovery. CoP rows and columns
are arranged such that practices that share more concepts with each other are placed closer together.

the data distribution ( 𝜇 = 0.26 ± 0.17) and used a diverging color
palette. As a result, the CoPs rows and columns were rearranged
such that practices that share more concepts with each other were
placed closer together on the heatmap1.

Cluster Analysis. To extract insights from the CoP Correlation
Heatmap, we employed a systematic approach to extract meaning-
ful insights. Our primary focus was on identifying significant visual
clusters within the heatmap and concentrated on three key areas:
clusters along the diagonal (identity line), those in the off-diagonal
spaces, and specific patterns in the rows of the matrix. This ap-
proach allowed us to capture both the intrinsic similarities within
individual communities (as shown on the diagonal) and the inter-
community relationships (evidenced in the off-diagonal areas). We
set a threshold for cluster consideration based on the Jaccard index,
disregarding any clusters where the similarity between communi-
ties was below the mean value. This decision was made to ensure
our analysis focused on the most relevant and significant relation-
ships. From these preliminary clusters, we extracted the member

1The clustered heatmap was generated using the Seaborn library clustermap [52]

CoPs and examined the top overlapping concepts. We further fil-
tered these concepts to focus on how different types of concepts –
specifically materials, tools, and techniques – intersected. To con-
textualize the overlaps, we traced the concepts back to their origins
in the original transcripts and associated video tutorials. Two au-
thors of the paper independently reviewed the video content and
documented observations and insights specifically related to the
concept overlaps.

We then applied an axial coding method. Our coding process was
initially guided by deductive codes, which were directly derived
from our concept typing categories: materials, tools, and techniques.
This coding process was iterative and codes were refined until a
high level of agreement (over 80%) was reached. These refined codes
were then synthesized into broader themes which represents our
interpretataion of key patterns and connections within clusters in
the CoP Correlation Heatmap.

4.1 Themes
When describing relationships between two CoPs, we present the
material, tool, and technique overlap distribution in the following
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Figure 3: CoP Concept Corpus. We analyzed 25 Communities of Practice. This figure depicts data for each Umbrella CoP, as
identified by the clusters in Fig. 2 , ordered by Material count. We characterize each CoP with the material, tool, and technique
type distribution of the top 150 TF*PDF concepts within the CoP; uncategorized concepts are marked under ‘Other’. All videos
were sourced from YouTube using the search "[CoP Title] tutorials" Average duration is calculated with a standard error using
pooled variance, and the MTT breakdown is an average of each class across the subset of domains in the cluster.

format: (# count of material concept overlap, # count of tool concept
overlap, # count of technique concept overlap).

Materials andmaterial parallels drive umbrella CoPs. The heatmap
revealed six clusters which appear on the matrix diagonal and repre-
sent strong intra-group similarities and indicate the presence of an
Umbrella CoP. Notably, members of these clusters had a high de-
gree of similarity in material concepts, which indicates that sharing
a common material drives community boundaries. These groups
includetextiles (A), molding and casting (B), digital fabrication (C),
printmaking (D), and woodworking (E), and sculpture (F) in Figure
2.

For example, the sculpture cluster (F) consists of a family CoP
of Throwing, Slab, Coiling, Pinch Pottery, and Slip Casting – all of
which have strong affinity to each other due to their focus on clay.
The cluster also revealed that within the umbrella sculpture CoP,
the Coiling CoP (a largely manual method where clay is rolled into
long, thin ropes and then wound in layers to form a vessel) and
Pinching CoP (an entirely hand-building method that forms clay
from squeezing and pressing clay) are sibling CoPs, showing the
strongest affinity especially in regards to technique (11, 10, 31). In
contrast, the cluster reveals that despite sharing common materials,
some CoPs show diversity in the techniques and tools they use. For
example, the Coiling CoP and the Slip Casting CoP , which deals
with working with liquid clay, or slip, are more akin to cousin
CoPs, showing significantly less overlap in their technique (10,
10, 18) and capture the distinctly different methodologies between
the two practices. The presence of subclusters within the sculpture
umbrella (F) reveal material parallels, or materials that although

physically dissimilar share common behavioral traits — the Metal
Casting CoP, which works with liquid metal poured into molds,
and the Slip Casting CoP, which deals with liquid clay, or slip,
poured into molds highlights the parallel between slip and molten
metal (8, 4, 24). These diagonal clusters indicate that CoP crossover
forms most naturally along shared material or material-parallel
boundaries.

Table 3: Communities in our dataset that did not fall under
an Umbrella CoP. The initialismM/T/T/O stands forMaterial,
Tool, Technique, and Other

CoP Videos Avg. Dur. (min.) M/T/T/O
Coding 62 85.5 ± 20.16 37 / 34 / 29 / 50
Glass Fusion 77 13.96 ± 1.51 49 / 22 / 32 / 47
Makeup 84 15.18 ± 1.00 34 / 10 / 28 / 78
Sugar Working 89 6.24 ± 0.67 37 / 24 / 41 / 48

Kindred practices share similar goals and processes. Off-diagonal
clusters indicate inter-group similarity, or what we found were
kindred CoPs or communities with unrelated practitioners that
engage in similar methods, styles, or thematic explorations. For
instance, the woodworking umbrella CoP (E: Turning, Carving,
Whittling) and the ceramics family (F: Throwing, Slab-forming,
Coiling, and Pinching) highlight the existence of familiar techniques
in two material-divergent domains as depicted in Cluster i. In wood
carving, artists start with a flat piece of wood and carve out designs
or structures, removing material to achieve the desired shape or
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pattern. Similarly, in slab making, potters roll out flat sheets of clay
(slabs) and then mold, fold, or cut them to construct ceramic pieces.
Both techniques involve material being removed to create and
manipulated 1.5D forms, indicating subtractive making as common
ground for these kindred CoPs (2, 4, 15). Similarly, the Throwing
CoP and Wood Turning CoP (1, 2, 19) both work with shaping
materials from spinning them on a wheel and lathe, respectively.
Notably, when clay becomes leather-hard, tools used within wood
turning practices are used to trim excess clay or create cavities to
share the bottom of a clay form to have a “foot”. In this situation, we
see clay as a polymorphic material, able to take on the behaviors
of many different types of materials.

Consequently, off-diagonal clusters can indicate the formation
of a community of interest (COIs), or communities that form from
different groups united by a common goal; while rich in innovation
and diversity of thought, members lack mutual awareness [18].
Cluster ii shows CoPs with strong separation between their design
and fabrication phases (screenprinting, laser cutting, 3D printing,
and epoxy casting). Epoxy Casting and Screenprinting (6, 5, 20)
show affinity via a process parallel, both overlapping in concepts
surrounding the drying/curing of their respective materials. Laser
cutting and Screenprinting show a similar process parallel (5, 10,
22) in the predominance of needing to layer and cut 1.5D materials,
albeit one with a physical material (e.g., acrylic) and the other with
a digital material (e.g., SVGs).

Hybrid CoPs are isolated communities. Outliers represent sparse
and abnormal similarities between two CoPs that are notably miss-
ing from respective relative CoPs. We observed four distinct out-
liers: Makeup and Carving (1), Sugar Working and Metal Casting
(2), Glass Blowing and Sugar Working (3), Glass Blowing and Metal
Casting (4). These outliers indicates the presence of a more dis-
tinct crossover, or hybrid CoP, creating a new community with
characteristics and knowledge bases from each original group.

The Makeup and Carving CoP crossover (3, 5, 9) captures the
prosthetics CoP – makeup artists develop latex prosthetics using a
variety of carving techniques to create special effects in the film
industry. The prosthetics CoP shares knowledge with its parent
CoPs – the artistic flair, color theory, and application techniques
from makeup is complemented with structural design, shaping,
and detailing techniques from carving, yet both resonate from
the precision and control required of both practices. The concept
overlap in these two CoPs, however, is focused on the face as a
material (concepts: eye, line, nose).

The other outliers show a much more extensive material parallel,
ormaterial nexuswith sugar, glass, and metal and thermoforming
techniques that treat heat as a co-material with glass/metal/sugar.
The Sugar Working CoP, for instance, ports over glassblowing tech-
niques to work with sugar’s thermodynamics to similarly inflate
and heat sugar into transparent and edible structures.

CoP knowledge shows evolution and spread through language.
Examining the row/column of the similarity matrix indicates the
contributions of a singular CoP to other creative practices and reveal
patterns of knowledge transfer and technique evolution across
different domains. The data points to the fact that more established
CoPs, such as woodworking and ceramics, have a higher degree of
overlap in techniques and shared knowledge. This is likely due to

the extensive time that these communities have had to establish
connections and facilitate knowledge transfer. It raises questions
on the timeframe required for techniques to migrate and become
ingrained within different practices. Eventually techniques may
lose their ’interdisciplinary’ label and be simply seen as integral
parts of a given practice.

The Coding CoP (row a), for instance, is largely dissimilar from
the other 24 communities however it shares a small overlap with
other computationally based forms of fabrication (3D Printing (row
b) and Laser Cutting (row c)). Despite their shared computational
basis, these domains remain semantically distinct, which may be in
part due to the large amount of technical terminology and jargon
associated with programming tutorials. Outside of digital fabrica-
tion, there is an indication of knowledge overlap between Coding
and the textile family, specifically Weaving and Embroidery. Words
like ‘String’ and ‘Loop’, common to both CoPs, could be written
off as coincidental overlaps, or they might reflect the historical
connection between the domains, dating back to Ada Lovelace, the
Jacquard Loom, or the Core Memory Project [42]. Alternatively, it
is possible that this overlap could signal the rise of a new interdis-
ciplinary community centered around e-textiles or other forms of
innovative fabrication merging digital and textile techniques.

5 IMPLICATIONS FOR DESIGN
We leveraged our findings from the cluster analysis to discuss de-
sign implications and future research trajectories for knowledge
discovery and creativity support tools.

5.1 Characterizing Practices
In this work, we leveraged metrics such as material, tool, and tech-
nique overlap to characterize different CoPs. Analyzing the clusters
depicted in the similarity matrix revealed that CoP crossover forms
most naturally along shared material or material-parallel bound-
aries. This finding has practical applications in educational contexts,
such as the Legitimate Peripheral Participation (LPP) framework,
which facilitates the integration of newcomers into a CoP [23]. For
instance, Fiesler et al. [16] observed how members of a fanfiction
CoP acquired computational and design skills through LPP pro-
cesses. Our cluster analysis can enhance such educational strategies
by pinpointing the most effective intersections between different
practices. An example from our research shows that for someone
experienced in soap-making who wishes to enter a ceramics CoP,
learning slip casting might be the most beneficial starting point
due to its significant overlap in techniques with soap making.

Moreover, while our current focus has been on the tangible as-
pects of a CoP, such as materials, tools, and techniques, future
research could benefit from exploring concepts that delve deeper
into the practitioners themselves. Shifting the lens to the practition-
ers could reveal more about the implicit, tacit aspects of a practice.
For example, Wood et al. [53] suggested a method of ’destructive
analysis’ to extract and document the underlying principles used
by experts before these principles become second nature to them.
Endow et al. [15] demonstrated how analyzing the way users exter-
nalize material interactions as written descriptions could uncover
similarities in user mental models of materials. These approaches
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could serve to expand the data used to understand material bound-
aries and material parallels while providing valuable insights for
designing more effective learning and integration strategies within
these communities.

5.2 Developing Semantically Rich Vocabularies
In this work, we leveraged part of speech and named entity tagging
to extract concepts which we then categorized into materials, tools,
and techniques. At its core, the success of this technique hinges on
the presence of semantically rich vocabularies within CoPs. Seman-
tically rich vocabularies include metaphoric, tacit, and experiential
ways of describing materials, tools, and techniques. For instance,
makeup techniques are rife with metaphorical names rooted in ele-
mental references (“a smokey eye”, “dewy look”), cultural references
(“French girl look”), and even food references (“cakey foundation”,
“glazed lips”). In contrast, domains such as woodworking, have a
more constrained semantic landscape, leveraging more direct and
functional descriptors (“carve”, “whittle”, “polish”). This is reflected
in the number of concepts present in each domain, as seen in Ta-
ble 4. Although it would be intuitive to assume that semantically
richer CoPs naturally facilitate better cross-domain dialogue due
to the ease in finding overlaps and establishing common ground,
this is not necessarily borne out in our data. Makeup has the third
greatest number of concepts in the corpus, but shares very little
overlap with other CoPs. However, despite the limited overlap,
our analysis technique still captures some commonality between
hybrid CoPs such as makeup and carving. We also observe sparse
but interesting material overlaps between seemingly disparate do-
mains such as weaving and coding which may signal the presence
of new CoPs such as e-textiles. Here, the common material, “string”,
encompasses both tangible strings in weaving and data types in
coding, and beckons a broadening of our definition of materials
in digital spaces. As HCI broadens its material horizons [39], the
need for material literacy intensifies and extracting and formaliz-
ing semantically rich vocabularies for creative practices become
paramount for a future where material literacy is not just a luxury
but a necessity.

5.3 Establishing CoP Cross-talk
Our findings indicate a nuanced form of interaction among CoPs,
which we term as “cross-talk”. By “cross-talk”, we refer not to direct
dialogues or explicit exchanges between communities but to an
implicit or tacit transfer of knowledge that occurs through shared
methodologies, tools, and techniques. This form of cross-talk sug-
gests that while kindred CoPs may not engage in direct communica-
tion, they leverage similar tools and techniques that translate into
overlapping methodologies or goals. These similarities can inadver-
tently facilitate the transfer of knowledge and practices, even in the
absence of direct interaction. We find that kindred CoPs lack the
stronger ties that sibling or cousin CoPs share around a common
material, but instead leverage similar tools and techniques that
translate into overlapping methodologies or goals. These practices
are often complementary, and may mutually benefit from exposure
to the techniques, yet lack the exposure or awareness of other kin-
dred CoPs. Knowledge discovery and creativity support tools can
benefit from creating opportunities for kindred CoP connections

to occur. The design of creative spaces has been proposed as one
vehicle to leverage different practices through physical collocation
and navigating the social factors the influence agency and knowl-
edge distribution [1]. Such spaces, as identified in master ceramic
studios [31], are created through lifelong relationships with mate-
rials that accumulate artifacts, tools, techniques from interactions
with other practitioners. In this way, identifying kindred practices
could inform which practices to bring together that could mutually
benefit from the diversity of tools and methods of their respective
practices and their way of thinking through a material. Shared re-
sources or spaces can act as a catalyst for interaction and crossover
between differing CoPs.

5.4 Tracking Creative Practices
By sourcing data from online video tutorials, our approach presents
a low-cost and replicable alternative to traditional CoP ethno-
graphic methods and offers the ability to gauge hidden or less
apparent connections between a wider breadth of practices. Out-
liers in the cluster analysis, for instance, were identified as hybrid
CoPs and were notably isolated from other communities in the
concepts they shared. Our visualizations serve as a snapshot of cre-
ative practices to archive for future researchers and practitioners.
Our method can offer significant insights in tracking the progress
and impact HCI research on creative practices serving as a "maker
bibliometric" with specific value to initiatives aimed at evaluating
broadening participation efforts in computing or understanding hy-
bridization efforts, such as in e-textiles. Like ethnographic methods,
our method also benefits from leveraging real-world data which are
invaluable as they reflect organic interactions and developments
within CoPs. This approach allows for a more authentic and dy-
namic understanding of how CoPs evolve and influence each other,
which can build onto efforts to track HCI efforts in the wild [26].

6 LIMITATIONS
Online video tutorials on platforms such as YouTube have diverse
authors, whose credibility is often measured by metrics such as
their subscriber counts, the average number of likes and comments
on their videos, and how often they show up in relevant searchers.
Social metadata, however, can potentially inadvertently sideline
newer authors and fix the spotlight on more established authors.
This phenomena mirrors patterns observed in other open platforms,
like Wikipedia, where a limited cohort of editors contribute to a
substantial proportion of the content, emphasizing the concentra-
tion of influential creators in open-source environments [36]. When
harvesting video tutorials, Youtube’s search endpoint returned the
most relevant tutorials to our search phrases; future iterations can
seed tutorials by alternate metrics such as date posted to investigate
the emergence of newer concepts and how CoPs evolve with time.

Additionally, with the evolution of digital platforms, there has
been a noticeable shift in tutorial styles from traditional "how-to"
videos to brief, eye-catching, and high-production quality "shorts".
These newer styles of tutorials often eschew voiceovers, leaning
instead on striking visuals and distinct stylistic elements. Given
their unique nature, transcript analysis may not be always suited
for extracting concepts, suggesting the need for newer techniques
tailored to this evolving content landscape. Furthermore, social
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metadata such as likes and views may not be reflective of the CoP
structure for these types of videos as theymay be purely due to their
production value; instead, analyzing comments can shed insight on
knowledge dissemination in the community.

Concept Extraction. In this work, we leveraged part-of-speech
tagging and lemmatization to extract concepts from the transcripts,
resulting in the concepts being single words. Tools and techniques
are often combinations of multiple words that if not captured to-
gether as one concept, could lose some of its context. Future work
benefits from investigating multi-word concept extraction algo-
rithms such as ToPMine [12] and AutoPhrase [44] to determine if
they yield more niche and richer concepts compared to our baseline
technique.

Concept Characterization. We leveraged GPT-4 to classify con-
cepts into materials, tools, and techniques. The model often classi-
fied ambiguous concepts as "Other" even though a human rater was
able to classify the concept as one of material, tool, or technique.
One strategy to reduce the number of "Other" concepts could be to
integrate parts of the raw transcript consisting the concept into the
GPT prompt itself. This could provide additional context to reduce
ambiguity and aid the LLM in making a concrete characterization.
Multi-word concepts can also be used to address this limitation.
For example, in the Knitting domain, "Garter Stitch" is a technique,
however, separating the concept into "Garter" and "Stitch" creates
a possibility for the LLM to classify garter as a tool and stitch as a
technique.

7 CONCLUSION
In this study, we analyzed video tutorial transcripts to characterize
creative communities of practice (CoPs). Utilizing traditional NLP
techniques, we extracted key concepts from 25 CoPs and applied
agglomerative clustering for similarity analysis. A large language
model aided in categorizing these concepts as materials, tools, or
techniques, enhancing our understanding of community overlaps.
Our observations suggest that a CoP’s diverse range of tools and
techniques can indicate its maturity, reflecting the depth of its sub-
practices and the significance of time and collective experience
in its growth. Furthermore, we discovered that analyzing video
transcript concepts is a cost-effective method for gaining insights
into the dynamics of CoPs and the impact of HCI on digital fabrica-
tion and computational creativity. Material parallels and overlaps
in tools and techniques across various CoPs revealed underlying
connections between different practices, highlighting opportunities
for interdisciplinary collaboration. These findings offer important
design implications for CoPs, especially in fostering the evolution
and interplay of materials, tools, and techniques, guiding the de-
velopment of more inclusive and innovative creative spaces that
nurture interdisciplinary collaboration.
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A SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
A.1 Concept Corpus Table

Community of Practice (CoP) # Videos # Concepts Avg. Duration ± STE (min) Mat. / Tool / Tech. / Other
3D Printing 90 3729 9.28 ± 0.83 20 / 23 / 45 / 62
Block Printing 54 2389 9.98 ± 1.43 35 / 22 / 44 / 49
Coiling 72 2294 11.84 ± 1.03 14 / 18 / 49 / 69
Crochet 79 1623 11.34 ± 1.68 07 / 05 / 77 / 61
Coding 62 5268 85.5 ± 20.16 37 / 34 / 29 / 50
Carving 57 2722 18.77 ± 2.22 13 / 15 / 40 / 82
Candle Making 80 2994 10.51 ± 1.02 30 / 26 / 34 / 60
Embroidery 74 2289 10.5 ± 1.38 27 / 13 / 55 / 55
Epoxy Casting 61 2518 9.71 ± 1.05 26 / 14 / 37 / 73
Glass Blowing 62 2312 7.59 ± 1.23 19 / 25 / 50 / 56
Glass Fusion 77 3199 13.96 ± 1.51 49 / 22 / 32 / 47
Knitting 82 2785 20.08 ± 2.33 18 / 11 / 53 / 68
Laser Cutting 78 3385 11.6 ± 0.79 17 / 25 / 52 / 56
Makeup 84 3565 15.18 ± 1 34 / 10 / 28 / 78
Metal Casting 69 3642 11.47 ± 0.76 24 / 19 / 38 / 69
Pinch Pottery 69 2445 12.03 ± 1.39 21 / 15 / 50 / 64
Sugar Working 89 2301 6.24 ± 0.67 37 / 24 / 41 / 48
Slip Casting 57 2310 8.4 ± 1.16 23 / 15 / 44 / 68
Slab Building 66 2296 13.34 ± 1.64 25 / 27 / 42 / 56
Screen Printing 71 3069 12.95 ± 1.7 25 / 27 / 46 / 52
Soap Making 83 3429 16.66 ± 0.94 28 / 13 / 32 / 77
Throwing 68 2547 10.76 ± 1.35 22 / 19 / 52 / 57
Weaving 74 2548 13.53 ± 1.36 20 / 17 / 46 / 67
Whittling 80 2893 19.52 ± 2.03 18 / 10 / 29 / 93
Wood Turning 68 3334 16.81 ± 2.33 10 / 24 / 43 / 73
TOTAL 1806 71886

Table 4: A breakdown of the video data from 25 CoPs. The top 150 TF*PDF ranking terms from each CoP were classified as
Material, Tool, Technique or Other by an LLM.
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A.2 Concept Classification Prompt

Material, Tool, and Technique Prompt - GPT-4

You are a craft-based information assistant. Your job is to classify concepts into one of 3 categories using the definitions provided for
"Material," "Tool," and "Technique."

Please follow these rules:
(1) Create an array in brackets [ ] as your response.
(2) Provide concise responses, consisting of one word for each item in the array.
(3) For each item create a javascript object with the keys "domain", "concept" and "class", where class can be "material," "technique", or

"tool". Add this object to the array.
(4) If you cannot confidently determine the classification, reply with "n/a.". Do this only as a last resort.
(5) Ensure that your response array conforms to json syntax. For example, each object should be separated by a comma, and the last

object should not have a comma after it. Object keys should be wrapped in double quotes, and values should be wrapped in double
quotes if they are strings.

Category Definitions:
• Material: A substance or element used in crafting or a word commonly associated with descriptions of materials.
• Tool: An instrument or device used in crafting.
• Technique: A method or skill used in crafting.

Examples Concepts for Each Category:
• Material examples: wood, metal, fabric, clay, yarn, resin, soft, hard, smooth, rough, shiny, dull
• Tool examples: hammer, needle, paintbrush, hook, blade, wheel
• Technique examples: carve, stitch, paint, throw, add, pour

Here is an example prompt and response:

Example Prompt:
[{"category": "Casting and Molding", "domain": "Candle Making", "concept": "pour"},
{"category": "Casting and Molding", "domain": "Candle Making", "concept": "wax"},
{"category": "Casting and Molding", "domain": "Candle Making", "concept": "burn"},
{"category": "Casting and Molding", "domain": "Candle Making", "concept": "knife"},
{"category": "Casting and Molding", "domain": "Candle Making", "concept": "football"}]

Example Response:
[{"domain": "candle making", "concept": "pour", "class": "technique"},
{"domain": "candle making", "concept": "wax", "class": "material"},
{"domain": "candle making", "concept": "burn", "class": "technique"},
{"domain": "candle making", "concept": "knife", "class": "tool"},
{"domain": "candle making", "concept": "football", "class": "other"}]

Real Prompt: <data>

Table 5: The prompt provided to GPT-4 to categorize the extracted concepts into three categories: "Material", "Tool" and
"Technique", where <data> is the data provided to be categorized.
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